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Abstract

Virtual machines are the basis of resource isolation in today’s public clouds, yet the security risks of entrusting that isolation to a cloud provider’s hypervisor are substantial. Such concerns have motivated hardware extensions for “confidential VMs” that seek to remove the hypervisor from the trusted computing base by adding a highly-privileged firmware layer that checks hypervisor actions, and supports memory encryption and remote attestation. However, the hypervisor retains control of resource management and observes associated guest actions including nested page table faults and CPU scheduling, and thus confidential VMs remain vulnerable to an ever-changing variety of hypervisor-level side channel attacks. Bare-metal cloud servers avoid such leaks, but remain a niche due to the high cost of dedicated hardware.

We observe that typical cloud VMs run with a static allocation of memory and discrete cores, and increasingly rely on I/O offload, thus negating the apparent need for a hypervisor and the fragile hypervisor/guest isolation boundary. Our design, core slicing, enables multiple untrusted guest OSes to run on shared bare-metal hardware. To ensure isolation without the complexity of virtualization, we propose simple hardware extensions that restrict guests to a static slice of a machine’s cores, memory and virtual I/O devices, and delegate resource allocation to a dedicated management slice. We demonstrate practicality and evaluate performance with prototypes for RISC-V and x86.

1 Introduction

We are in the early stages of a new generation of trusted execution environment (TEE). Motivated by cloud workloads, their main new feature is the ability to run “confidential VMs” inside the TEE [13, 17, 53]. Driven by the demand for secure cloud computing in which the user need not trust the cloud provider [78], these TEEs are expected to see much wider adoption than their predecessors [50]. Although confidential VMs offer enhanced functionality, their security model and architecture are largely identical to earlier TEEs such as SGX. The user shares one or more processor cores with a powerful adversary who controls hardware resources. Processor extensions provide the TEE with private memory and a trusted “context switch” to prevent the administrator-adversary from directly breaking the confidentiality and integrity of the TEE.

However, the past decade has produced a broad and rapidly growing spectrum of attacks on this model [22, 25, 41, 44, 62, 65, 67, 68, 72, 82, 90, 98, 104, 110, 112–116], including the complete breakdown of SGX security on several occasions [112, 114, 115]. Most of these can be described as side-channel attacks. As §2.3 will describe, they take advantage of the fact that attacker and victim run on the same core and share a multitude of sometimes obscure microarchitectural components. The same risks [39, 44, 67, 68] exist in confidential VMs. Although today’s confidential VM architectures remove privileges from the host hypervisor (e.g., the ability to read plaintext guest memory), it retains a large degree of control over guest execution, such as the ability to arbitrarily interrupt guests, leading inexorably to side-channel attacks.

It is this paper’s thesis – backed by evidence from recent work on computer architecture [31, 96, 97] and security [60] – that these failures of TEE hardware are not isolated events of the past. More than a decade of microarchitectural optimizations have taken processor complexity to a level where it is practically impossible to reason about isolation boundaries within a core [60, 96]. This problem is not only the likely ultimate root cause of the known attacks, but it is also bound to result in periodic breakdowns of TEE security for the foreseeable future. Indeed, Intel takes the position that side channels “can’t be eliminated” [48, 51, 56] but that it will provide mitigations as new vulnerabilities are found. While similar to the current approach to software vulnerabilities, this expects the users of confidential cloud computing (e.g., financial institutions and governments) to tolerate data leaks whenever a new side channel is discovered.
In this paper, we present a much more robust TEE architecture, core slicing, that is realistic for infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) workloads. Rather than making confidential guests share cores with an adversarial hypervisor, we give the guest exclusive access to its own CPU cores. This moves the isolation boundary to the much more defendable and robust one between processor cores. We show that this boundary can be enforced with simple (and thus less fragile) hardware.

We observe that, although cloud guests may benefit from a VM-level execution abstraction, cloud providers do not exploit the full complexity enabled by hypervisor-based virtual machines for IaaS workloads. For example, although hypervisors support time-slicing VMs on shared cores, VMs offered by major public cloud providers including Amazon [11] and Azure [81] are sized at core granularity and scheduled on distinct physical cores [7, 76, 77]. Likewise, the memory allocated to guest VMs is static; techniques such as memory ballooning [118] or transparent page sharing [118, 124] are avoided. Cloud providers are also moving to reduce the overhead of I/O virtualization by offloading I/O processing to dedicated hardware [5, 8, 36]. To ensure that resources sold match those available, cloud providers limit oversubscription to only their own (first-party) VMs [28] or disable it entirely [7]. Overall, although today’s cloud runs virtual machines, leading public cloud providers do so using an effectively static allocation of cores and memory. The hypervisor is relied upon for isolation, but it does so merely by partitioning platform resources.

By giving the guest exclusive access to CPU cores, core slicing eliminates the potential for the entire class of side channels where the attacker shares per-core microarchitectural resources with its victim. Moreover, we enforce this isolation boundary with a new hardware mechanism that is self-contained and simple enough to permit reasoning about confidentiality and integrity. Fully isolated guest OSes (or, potentially, guest hypervisors) run in their own slice of a machine. Each slice consists of a dedicated, static allocation of cores, memory, and directly-assigned I/O devices (e.g., the virtual functions of network and storage controllers); hardware ensures that the cores of a slice are sequestered such that they have no access to memory or I/O devices outside the slice, nor can they interrupt cores of other slices. Because only a single guest runs code on any given core, a huge class of microarchitectural side-channel leaks are out of scope, and continued innovation in complex microarchitectural performance optimizations is unhindered, since those cannot impact the TEE isolation boundary. While core slicing eliminates intra-core leakage, it does not prevent cross-core side channels such as CrossTalk [91] which will have to be addressed by other means. Nevertheless, we believe that obviating intra-core channels removes by far the largest and most serious part of today’s side channel problem in terms of the number and seriousness of known attacks, granularity of sharing, and number of shared components.

Resource allocations are determined by a slice manager that runs on a dedicated core (ideally, a separate low-power processor), and is responsible for starting and stopping slices, but is otherwise untrusted by the guest. Guest kernels (or guest hypervisors) are enlightened if necessary to run within a slice, ensuring that they attempt only access to those named resources available to them. For example, a guest cannot assume that physical memory starts at address 0, nor that processors have contiguous IDs; in practice, modern kernels including Linux make no such assumptions, and it suffices to pass boot-time information on the accessible resources.

In the following §2, we elaborate on the security risks of confidential VMs, and explore the way VMs are deployed in the cloud today. Like Keller et al. [58] over 10 years ago, we find that hypervisors add significant needless complexity to the cloud’s trusted computing base. However, their system NoHype [107] did not protect VMs from the (fully trusted) cloud provider and relied on virtualization hardware to enforce isolation. The numerous attacks demonstrated since [31, 62, 97] showed that the security provided by this hardware is fragile [62, 96]. By contrast, core slicing maintains a strict separation between core processor logic that is performance-critical and thus complex, and the hardware that enforces isolation, which is not performance critical and simple. It also permits guests to run their own bare-metal hypervisors.

To grant guests bare-metal access to cores in a shared machine while still securely isolating them from one another raises a key design challenge: without a more privileged software layer on the core, what can enforce isolation? The key insight behind our design is that simple hardware techniques used to enable trusted execution features such as secure boot and remote attestation for an entire system [127] can be adapted and applied at the granularity of individual cores to help resolve this dilemma. Specifically, §3 contributes lockable filter registers and a core-local secure reset mechanism, and describes how they can be used to enable core slicing.

To test the practicality of our design, we build two prototypes. The first (§4) leverages RISC-V physical-memory protection (PMP) registers [93, §3.6] to run multiple isolated Linux slices. The other x86-based prototype (§5) lacks security but enables an evaluation (§6) showing that core slicing offers bare-metal performance without VM overheads, with a substantially smaller TCB, while closing side channels based on caches, page faults [128], and other intra-CPU resources. We also analyze traces from a public cloud to find that we can allocate physically-contiguous slice memory, and confirm that our extensions add minimal hardware cost to an existing design. Finally, §7 outlines a path to applying our design to more mainstream architectures, §8 covers related work, and §9 concludes.
2 Background and motivation

2.1 Hardware-accelerated virtualization

Since VMware first demonstrated the value of virtual machines on commodity platforms [23], hardware vendors have added features to progressively reduce the overhead of virtualization. Although first-generation VM hardware suffered poor performance [1], the gap closed to the point where today’s cloud platforms rely fully on hardware support for CPU virtualization, with features such as nested paging and virtual APICs ensuring that many guest VMs now run with low (<5%) CPU overhead compared to bare-metal execution [2]. Unfortunately, this is not true of all VMs; a recent study by Teabe et al. [108] found that up to 30% of CPU time was consumed by virtualization overheads on memory-intensive workloads, even when using nested address translation with huge pages. Other studies reported similar or worse address translation overheads (even with huge pages) [3, 37, 88].

Besides CPU features, modern hardware also supports efficient virtualization of I/O, through advanced IOMMUs [12, 49] and single-root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) devices [32, 63]. These enable low-overhead virtual I/O by permitting a single physical I/O adapter (such as a network interface or storage controller) to export multiple virtual PCI functions. These are configured by a hypervisor and assigned to guest VMs by installing appropriate IOMMU translations and interrupt mappings. A guest OS thus interacts directly with the device, without the software overhead of traditional I/O virtualization [117]. The hypervisor’s role is reduced to configuring the virtual devices and mapping them to the guests, a slower (control path) operation generally performed at startup.

2.2 Confidential VMs

Notwithstanding attempts to reduce the size or attack surface of cloud hypervisors [27, 66, 105, 107, 121, 125], the cloud’s trusted computing base is controlled by cloud providers and opaque to its users. Threats such as supply-chain attacks [85] and rogue employees (e.g., cloud administrators and developers) have alternatives to traditional cloud architecture [55, 106, 126]; new architecture extensions such as AMD SEV-SNP [13, 78], Intel TDX [53] and Arm Realms [17] seek to remove the hypervisor entirely from the guest’s TCB by extending the approach of earlier user-level TEEs such as Intel SGX [50]. In these designs, guest memory and register context are encrypted by hardware, and resource management actions of the hypervisor, such as mapping of memory to the guest, are checked for consistency with the expected VM state. This prevents, for example, a compromised hypervisor from interfering with a guest’s memory layout. Finally, like other trusted computing technologies, these designs include a hardware root of trust with support for remote attestation of the guest VMs, enabling a cloud user to verify that their VM has been correctly launched before trusting it with any secrets.

While the various architectures share many similarities, they differ in the trusted components that check hypervisor operations and enable remote attestation. In AMD’s design, these are delegated to firmware on a separate platform security processor, whereas in the Intel and Arm designs these are performed by trusted and attested software running on the CPU itself. Regardless of where it runs, the relevant firmware/software must be trusted by both host and guest, and although it is simpler than a full hypervisor, that is hardly a guarantee of correctness. Notably, AMD’s firmware (the only one of the three to have reached production) has already suffered serious vulnerabilities [13, 14, 24, 26].

2.3 Side channels in processor-based TEEs

Because confidential VMs inherit from SGX the key design feature of a privileged attacker who controls resources and shares processor time with the TEE, we expect them to remain vulnerable to many forms of side-channel attacks similar to those that devastated SGX [112, 114, 115].

Several attacks have demonstrated that the processor’s address translation mechanism can be used to extract information such as cryptographic keys, text documents or JPEG images from SGX enclaves [101, 111, 128]. In these attacks, the adversary manipulates or simply monitors page tables to observe addresses accessed by the victim. While these attacks were demonstrated for SGX, it is clear that they carry over to TEEs like AMD SEV where the attacker controls nested page tables and handles nested page faults.

Other transmission channels include processor caches [22, 41, 82], branch prediction hardware [65] and interrupt latency [90, 113]. Some of these attacks generalize not only beyond SGX but also beyond TEEs. These channels also form the basis for tools that allow the adversary to single-step instruction-by-instruction through the enclave code [110] and to replay TEE instructions arbitrarily many times without having to rerun the TEE code [104]. Both techniques generalize beyond SGX, as they only require the adversary to control address translation and interrupts, respectively.

Speculative execution attacks have been used to leak information across all x86 isolation boundaries, including virtual machines and SGX [25, 62, 72, 98, 112, 114–116]. For example, Foreshadow [112] results in the disclosure of the entire enclave memory and the processor’s SGX attestation key. To mitigate such attacks, confidential VMs rely on the same basic approach as SGX: microarchitectural tweaks and microcode patches to the “context switch” path between TEE and host code. More recent research demonstrates that side channels remain a problem on AMD SEV, including SQUIP attacks [39] via scheduler queues within the same CPU core; CipherLeak [68] via online encrypted memory analysis; and attacks via hypervisor-observable nested page faults [44, 67]. By contrast, core slicing avoids the shared core resources,
the online memory access from other security domains (i.e., slices), and the hypervisor.

2.4 VMs as used in public clouds

We next look at how VMs are deployed in clouds today, focusing on infrastructure-as-a-service platforms, which offer VMs backed by guaranteed resources (CPUs, memory, and in some cases accelerators and I/O bandwidth). We consider Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure, as they collectively represent 60% of the worldwide IaaS market [38]. We do not consider non-IaaS workloads such as serverless or micro instances for which core slicing may be a poor fit.

VMs are allocated at core granularity. Despite offering a plethora of different VM sizes [11], all current-generation VMs in Amazon EC2 occupy at least an entire core (i.e., two vCPUs on platforms that support hyperthreading), and Amazon states explicitly that host cores are “pinned” to specific guest vCPUs and are not shared across guests [7]. Microsoft Azure also offers a wide range of VM configurations [81]. Like Amazon, Azure does not oversubscribe customer vCPUs: Cortez et al. [28] note explicitly that their system will “only oversubscribe servers running first-party workloads.”

For both providers, burstable VMs [10, 80, 119] represent the main special case as far as CPU allocation is concerned. These VM types are optimized for workloads that are mostly idle, with only occasional bursts of CPU activity. Like all cloud VMs, they have a fixed number of vCPUs, but consume on average only a fraction of their vCPU allocation in physical CPU runtime. Thus, of all the VM types offered across EC2 and Azure, burstable VMs are the only type that fundamentally requires the use of a hypervisor to perform time-slicing, in order to account for the VM’s actual CPU utilization, and (presumably) to benefit from sharing CPUs across burstable VMs. All other VMs have a guaranteed allocation of physical CPUs, and for these the cloud provider derives no obvious benefit from hypervisor time-slicing.

Virtual I/O is becoming fully offloaded. Cloud vendors have deployed dedicated hardware “cards” that replace software I/O virtualization stacks, exposing virtual devices to guests directly via SR-IOV. For example, Amazon Nitro [5, 7] and Azure AccelNet [36] enable low-overhead networking. EC2 also supports direct access to NVMe storage [8], and Azure supports SR-IOV for InfiniBand and GPUs [57]. It thus seems reasonable to assume that, in the near future, the only I/O devices that are still emulated by host software will be those that are not performance sensitive, such as the virtual serial port or console device used for debugging.

Advanced VM features are not needed. Cloud providers rely on VMs to isolate tenants, but make little to no use of the advanced features enabled by full virtualization. Some features are incompatible with the IaaS model of dedicated resources. For example, a customer paying for a VM with 16 GiB of RAM has no incentive to enable memory ballooning [118] and return unused memory to the hypervisor. Other features, such as transparent shared page detection [118, 124], are disabled because of their significant security risks in a multitenant cloud [86]. Cloud providers may use live migration to update host software [129], but this has significant performance impact and hot patching is often preferred [9, 79]. We will discuss this further in §3.4.

Bare-metal clouds. Although the bulk of IaaS cloud workloads run in virtual machines, there is also a sizable and growing market for bare-metal cloud servers that offer dedicated machines at a premium price. The three primary reasons for a customer to choose a bare-metal instance over a VM are: (a) to avoid the CPU overhead (“virtualization tax”) for memory-intensive workloads (described in §2.1), (b) a need for predictable performance without any possible contention from other co-located VMs (or “noisy neighbors”), or (c) security/compliance concerns arising from a shared hypervisor [92]. Customers that need to run their own hypervisor may also choose bare-metal servers to avoid the substantial performance overhead of nested virtualization [20, 70]. Core slicing seeks to offer similar features at flexible granularity and consequently lower cost.

2.5 Summary

We see that the bulk of IaaS VMs deployed in public clouds today run with a fixed allocation of memory and discrete cores, with I/O that is or soon will be fully offloaded, and have little to no use for features of virtual machines except for isolation. At the same time, CPU vendors are adding substantial complexity (not to mention, security risks and performance overhead) to their designs to support confidential VMs. We ask the question: since the resources assigned to cloud VMs are effectively static slices of a machine, rather than relying on complex software to check the actions of a hypervisor that is not expected to do anything at VM runtime, why not enforce those partitions in hardware?

3 Design

We describe the design of core slicing, starting with its overall architecture and threat model, before detailing our proposed hardware mechanisms, and how those mechanisms can be used by system software under the control of the host to securely partition hardware among untrusted guests.

Our design goals are as follows:

1. Partition shared hardware at natural boundaries, such
as whole cores, while relying only on simple, easy-to-implement hardware mechanisms to ensure isolation.

2. Keep the trusted computing base small and simple, to permit a formally-verified implementation.

3. Support memory encryption and remote attestation features equivalent to confidential VMs.

3.1 Overview and terminology

Rather than VMs, we partition a machine into multiple guest slices, as shown in Figure 1 (denoted as sliceU). Each slice consists of a distinct set of named hardware resources: cores, memory ranges, and (virtual) I/O devices. Those resources are allocated exclusively to a slice for the duration of its execution. In the case of cores, this means that guest code runs in the highest privilege level (e.g., hypervisor mode), and controls every CPU cycle executed on that core until the slice is terminated. Like VMs, slices may start or stop at any time, and resources that were allocated together in one slice may later be partitioned among distinct slices after the first slice terminates. The key invariant is: at any given time no two slices may share access to the same resource. This avoids the need for any hypervisor-level mechanisms to share resources between guests, such as time-slicing VMs on a shared core or demand-paging overcommitted memory.

To allocate resources and manage the lifetime of guest slices, we rely on a distinguished control slice (termed slice0) running a slice manager. Somewhat like the host domain or root partition of a hypervisor, the slice manager is started at boot, and is responsible for creating and destroying user slices and determining their resource allocations. The slice manager runs on a core dedicated to that purpose, ideally a low-power management processor, potentially even on a separate chip as in Amazon’s Nitro system [7]. We do not assume that the slice manager shares memory cache-coherently with user cores, nor that it executes the same instruction set. The slice manager software is further divided into a small, privileged portion, the slicevisor, that must be trusted by both cloud guests and the host, and a larger, unprivileged portion, that need not be trusted by guests. The unprivileged slice manager cannot interfere in the execution of a guest slice except for terminating it and resetting its cores. The slice manager maintains an idle slice to account for any unused resources. Cores in the idle slice do not execute, and merely wait to be assigned to a user slice.

To isolate resources, we rely on a new hardware mechanism, lockable filter registers, that restricts access to resources from a given core. Once configured and locked, these registers are read-only until the core is reset via another new mechanism, core-local secure reset. We require that it be restricted so that only the slicevisor can initiate a reset. A trusted loader, the sliceloader, is the first code to execute after a reset.

3.2 Security properties and threat model

Core slicing offers strong security, eliminating interference between all slices (including the control slice). Specifically:

1. The resources assigned to a slice are static from its creation until its termination.
2. A slice cannot access memory outside the slice, neither from cores nor via DMA.
3. A slice cannot interrupt cores outside the slice.
4. A slice cannot access I/O devices outside the slice.
5. Only slice0 may terminate another slice or reset its cores.

The threat model for core slicing is comparable to other forms of trusted computing including confidential VMs and enclaves [29, 35, 64]. The host (cloud provider) and guests (cloud users) are mutually distrusting, with one caveat: a guest relies on the host to provide agreed resources (thus, denial of service is out of scope), but can check at runtime that sufficient resources (e.g., as many hardware cores as expected) are available. The cloud provider trusts the management stack executing in the control slice, which determines both which specific resources (CPU cores, memory, etc.) a guest is permitted to use, and for how long it executes.

Guests must trust only hardware, the slicevisor, and the sliceloader. The slicevisor ensures that resource allocations are disjoint (for example, that none of the memory allocated to a guest slice is ever shared with another slice) and configures hardware protection mechanisms accordingly. The slicevisor is also responsible for attesting guest slices, and forms part of the attestation root of trust. The sliceloader ensures that lockable filter registers are properly configured and locked before transitioning control to guest code on each core of a slice.
Core slicing provides substantially stronger protection from side-channel attacks than confidential VMs. Because slicing partitions a machine at core granularity, the only side channels possible are those that can be observed from another core; notably, side-channel leaks to sibling hardware threads or to a malicious hypervisor are impossible.

Hardware security features including memory encryption and cache partitioning are orthogonal to our design; if present, they allow us to strengthen the defenses against physical and cross-core side-channel attacks respectively.

3.3 Hardware support for core slicing

Recall that our goal is to partition shared hardware at core boundaries while relying only on simple hardware mechanisms to ensure isolation. To keep this hardware simple, a key choice we make is to expose the underlying physical resources directly to guest software. Specifically, a guest slice may not have access to all cores or physical memory of a machine, but the identifiers it uses (i.e., the processor IDs and physical addresses) for the resources to which it does have access are always those of the underlying hardware. The only role of our hardware extensions is to restrict the set of accessible resources on a per-core (and thus, per-slice) basis.

This design choice avoids the need for any additional translation layers (as in virtualization) but it does place some requirements on guest software (i.e., OSes or hypervisors). Specifically, guests must be able to run with non-contiguous processor IDs, and cannot assume that physical memory starts at any particular address (such as zero). Luckily, modern OSes already meet this requirement: the initial OS boot image is a position-independent binary that uses a well-specified data structure (either ACPI tables [109] or a devicetree blob [71]) to locate all accessible resources, including memory ranges and additional processors. As long as this boot-time data structure accurately describes the resources accessible to a slice, a correct guest will make no attempt to access other hardware, and it is sufficient to treat any illegal accesses as fatal.

We therefore require a hardware mechanism that can restrict access to named physical resources (physical addresses for memory and I/O, and processor IDs for inter-processor interrupts). However, by design, guest software running in a slice should be able to use the highest privilege level on those cores, which raises a conundrum: how can we configure these restrictions without a slice being able to change them?

Our solution borrows from a pattern seen in hardware support for trusted execution: we introduce lockable filter registers that restrict the accessible resources by all software (including the most privileged) running on a given core. Once configured and locked, these registers are read-only until a subsequent core-local secure reset regains control of the core from the slice. Similar lockable registers (sometimes referred to as “latches”) have been used to implement hardware security mechanisms such as secure boot and attestation for an entire system [127]. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a technique at the granularity of a single core.

At a hardware level, our proposed secure reset mechanism is just a subset of the existing system-wide reset functionality, exposed separately at core granularity: it stops execution, resets the entire core to a well-defined architectural state (resetting locked registers), and causes the core to begin execution at a fixed address. The unique constraints we place on this mechanism are that (a) only the slicerisor running in the control slice’s privileged mode can initiate such a reset, and (b) the address of the jump target that receives control after reset remains inaccessible to any user slice. Here, we host the sliceloader, a small piece of trusted code similar to a secure bootloader that will reassign the core by programming and locking its filter registers before transferring control to untrusted user code, or taking it offline as part of the idle slice.

We next describe how hardware filters enable slicing of each distinct resource (memory, interrupts, cache, and I/O).

Memory To prevent a core from accessing any memory outside its slice, we rely on lockable memory range registers that restrict physical memory accesses by a core. Although we leave the precise semantics of these registers, such as the number of ranges and any alignment/size constraints, up to hardware designers, we assume that they can be configured in such a way as to restrict access to at least one contiguous range of RAM for a slice, as well as any virtual I/O devices (e.g., network and storage controllers) assigned to the slice, and any other memory-mapped registers (such as a local interrupt controller or timer) that are necessary. The minimum number of range registers is thus platform-specific, but we anticipate that around 10 ranges per core will generally suffice. More ranges will permit the slice manager greater flexibility in memory allocation, especially on multi-socket systems with non-uniform memory, but comes with a small but non-zero cost in additional hardware resources.

Range checks are trivially parallelizable and can be applied before installing a page translation in the TLB, thus having negligible runtime overhead. By contrast, virtualization relies on a nested page table which not only requires additional memory, it also increases page translation overhead and TLB pressure [3, 37, 88, 108]. However, because a slice is restricted to discrete physical ranges, its memory cannot be allocated in arbitrary pages, but instead must occupy a limited number of contiguous physical regions. We will evaluate the impact of this constraint on memory fragmentation in §6.4.

Interrupts We require hardware support to prevent a slice from sending inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) to cores outside its slice. Luckily, the address space of processor identifiers is substantially smaller than memory addresses, so we propose to use a lockable IPI destination mask register in preference to range checks. This register, which may in reality consist of a number of consecutive model-specific registers (e.g., four
3.4 Slice management

We now turn our attention to the slice0 software stack responsible for resource allocation, slice lifetime, and a handful of runtime services. This may run on a dedicated host core, a low-power management core, or a separate SoC. We require only that it (a) has hardware privilege separation, (b) is able to trigger secure resets of guest cores, and (c) shares some memory, not necessarily cache-coherently, with those cores.

Recall that only the privileged portion of the slice manager, the slicevisor, is trusted by guest slices. The unprivileged slice manager has no access to guest slice memory or cores. The slicevisor implements all security-sensitive aspects of the process of creating, starting, stopping, and deleting a slice. Its primary role is to ensure that no resource is ever accessible to two slices at the same time; this includes checking that memory ranges assigned to slices are disjoint, and ensuring that all cores of an expired slice have been stopped via a secure reset prior to reassigning any resources of that slice.

To keep the slicevisor as simple as possible (and permit its eventual implementation in formally-verified code), it does not directly allocate resources, but merely checks the correctness of resource assignments provided by the unprivileged slice manager. This permits the unprivileged slice manager to implement flexible policies to choose the memory ranges and cores assigned to slices, without the need to trust them.

The only other code that must be trusted by guests is the sliceloader which is the first thing to run after a core is reset by the slicevisor. It is responsible for configuring and locking the per-core access filters, and then coordinating with other loaders of the slice to securely boot the guest OS. To do this, it relies on a slice table of configuration information maintained by the slicevisor (and inaccessible to untrusted software).

Starting a guest

To create a slice, the unprivileged slice manager assigns available cores and memory, and determines the configuration of virtual I/O devices. Next, it invokes the slicevisor to create the slice, which rejects the request if the slice includes any resource shared with another slice (including slice0), other than the idle slice. Otherwise, the slicevisor updates the slice table, programs devices to configure virtual functions, and updates IOMMU translations as described earlier. At this stage, the assigned cores remain idle.

To start the new slice, the slicevisor resets the relevant cores, which causes them to execute the sliceloader and follow a secure boot flow. After reading the relevant configuration from the slice table (recall that at this point the sliceloader is trusted and has unrestricted access to system memory), the loader determines whether the current core belongs to the idle slice or a new guest slice. It then programs and locks the core’s access filters for memory ranges and IPIs, before synchronizing with the loaders (if any) for other cores in the slice. The rest of the boot process has no access to memory or cores of other slices. It zero-fills slice memory ranges, before
copying the guest’s boot image and transferring control.

**Terminating a guest**  Unless they are unresponsive, guest OSes will generally execute a controlled shutdown initiated via an out-of-band signal. To finally terminate a slice, the slice manager invokes the slicevisor which clears the relevant configuration in the slice table. Then, to stop the guest cores (which no longer have access to the slice table), the slicevisor reassigns them to the idle slice and resets them.

**Auxiliary services**  At runtime, the slice manager exposes a simple shared memory device (much like a virtual I/O device) to guest slices, permitting an enlightened guest OS driver to initiate a shutdown or reset of the slice, or access slow-path emulated I/O devices (such as a virtual serial port and console) for which no offload device is warranted.

**Unsupported features**  The functionality of a guest slice is similar to bare-metal clouds, and lacks advanced VM features such as live migration. This does not preclude a guest from implementing its own mechanisms (e.g., by running its own hypervisor, or doing so at process level [34]), but it does prevent a cloud provider from transparently migrating guests to implement software upgrades [129]. Since core slicing eschews the use of a hypervisor and runs the entire host stack on a dedicated management core, we do not anticipate that updates will require live migration. In particular, we expect that it will be possible to update the slice manager and slicevisor without any guest interruptions.

### 3.5 Attestation and memory encryption

We assume that hardware implements a root of trust for secure boot, permitting the initial bootloader and slicevisor to be cryptographically measured and attested. In turn, the slicevisor attests individual slices; this includes a measurement of slice configuration, the sliceloader code, and the guest image. Once booted, a guest can prove to a remote verifier that its slice is configured as expected and that its isolation is enforced by trusted slicevisor and sliceloader implementations.

As described earlier, slice memory is strongly isolated to defend against software attacks. To defend against physical attacks on memory, such as cold-boot and memory-bus attacks [43, 89], core slicing can leverage memory encryption hardware. The details of memory encryption are orthogonal to our design, and we expect to leverage existing platform mechanisms. In particular, because only trusted components (sliceloader, guest code, and I/O devices within DMA regions) can access slice memory, it is irrelevant to slice guests whether memory is encrypted by a random system-wide key (as in Intel SGX and Arm CCA), one of a set of random keys (as in Intel TDX), or a unique key for each guest (as in AMD SEV).

If per-slice memory encryption is nevertheless desired, we assume that the hardware will provide a suitable interface for the slicevisor to configure a unique slice memory encryption key. In that case, when initializing a new slice, the sliceloader starts out in an unencrypted context before enabling encryption to load and boot the guest. Similarly to other confidential computing architectures [15, 54], once the guest boots, attested I/O devices may access the encrypted memory using the guest’s encryption context.

### 4 RISC-V Prototype

We demonstrate the feasibility of our design with a RISC-V prototype. We chose RISC-V because an existing feature closely approximates the lockable filter registers required by core slicing. Our prototype runs in two environments: on a modified version of QEMU, and on an unmodified Microchip PolarFire Icicle board with a SiFive FU540-C000 SoC shown in Figure 2, the latter with some limitations due to partial support for our requirements. As the guest OS we run Linux.

Common RISC-V CPUs implement three privilege levels: machine (M) mode for firmware, supervisor (S) mode for an OS kernel, and user (U) mode for applications. Our SiFive SoC includes four general-purpose application cores and one less-powerful monitor core that implements a limited instruction set with only M and U modes. The monitor core is ideal for slice0, with the slicevisor running in privileged M-mode, and the rest of the slice manager in user mode. The remaining four application cores are available for guest slices in arbitrary combinations (i.e., up to four single-core guests).

**Memory**  In addition to typical address translation mechanisms, RISC-V supports physical memory protection registers [93, §3.6] which can be programmed to restrict access to physical address ranges on a per-core basis. These registers are grouped into 8 or 16 PMP entries. Each PMP entry consists of a configuration register and an address register that specify the access permission (read/write/execute) to a particular region. Once programmed, PMP checks apply to all memory accesses from user and supervisor modes, and
Table 1: PMP permissions by physical region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical address range</th>
<th>slice0 M-mode</th>
<th>slice0 U-mode</th>
<th>sliceU1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sliceU1 RAM</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RWX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU trusted RAM</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU untrusted RAM</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU1 bus</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sliceU bus</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache controller</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset unit</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts to sliceU1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts to sliceU0</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical I/O devices*</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU1 virtual devices*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not implemented due to hardware limitations.

optionally from machine mode. Finally, as required by core slicing, PMP registers include a lock bit that, once set, prevents any subsequent modifications until a reset. Our prototype sliceloader configures and locks the PMP entries for each core in the slice before booting the OS. Thus, code in a slice cannot access physical addresses outside its slice, even from the most privileged machine mode.

Besides memory, other locked PMPs grant access to a slice’s hardware resources (described below), and enforce privilege separation between the slice manager and slicervisor on the monitor core. Table 1 summarizes their configuration.

Interrupts Recall that our design calls for lockable mask registers restricting the destinations for inter-processor interrupts. We found that although RISC-V lacks such a feature, the careful use of PMPs permits an equivalent mechanism. To send an IPI on the SiFive SoC, the source core writes to a memory-mapped register of the destination’s “core-local interruptor” [102]. Because the register’s address is unique for every destination, we can use the source core’s PMPs to restrict the addressable (and thus interruptible) destination cores. Access to core-local timers is restricted similarly.

I/O devices Our board includes several I/O controllers, and our prototype grants access to slices using PMPs and routes interrupts accordingly. We were unable to prototype SR-IOV support due to a lack of suitable hardware, such as an IOMMU. The RISC-V community has proposed PMP-like mechanisms to restrict DMA [103], but these are not yet available.

Cache partitioning The SiFive SoC includes a 2MiB shared L2 cache that supports way masking, allowing each cache master to be restricted to a subset of the 16 total ways. Since each core’s L1 I- and D-cache act as separate masters for the L2 cache, we can flexibly partition it by enabling distinct way sets for each slice. Our implementation scales the size of a slice’s cache partition with the number of cores in that slice (i.e., four ways per core); thus, larger slices enjoy a larger share of the cache. Untrusted code cannot change the cache configuration because the cache control registers are enabled only in the monitor core’s M-mode PMP registers.

Core reset Recall that our design relies on a secure core-local reset to re-establish trusted control of a core from a user slice. Unfortunately, our board does not expose per-core reset signals, requiring a full system reset that reboots the entire board to clear any PMP lock bits. We have taken a number of approaches, with different trade-offs, to avoid this limitation.

First, we modified QEMU to implement a new device that exposes per-core reset registers; our prototype slicervisor uses these to reassign cores.

Second, we modified the slicervisor to create slices at boot time using a pre-determined configuration. On our board, such slices cannot be destroyed without a whole-system reset because their PMPs are locked. However, despite the loss of flexibility, this provides a strong security guarantee.

Finally, to test our ability to destroy and create slices on hardware, we implemented an insecure slice manager with an alternative software-based reset mechanism. In this version, PMP lock bits are not set. This provides no meaningful security (a malicious slice could reconfigure PMPs), but permits a cooperative slice to emulate a “secure” reset upon receipt of an IPI by clearing PMPs and jumping to the sliceloader.

Sliceloader and guest firmware As shown in Figure 3, the actions of the sliceloader vary depending on the slice to which the running core is assigned. When booting a guest, the sliceloader copies itself to private slice memory before setting PMPs, because doing so makes the main copy inaccessible.

When Linux boots, it infers the system configuration from a devicetree blob [71] provided by the firmware. This describes the available memory, cores, and devices on a given platform. To allow Linux to boot in a slice, we enlightened the OpenSBI bootloader [94] to run as untrusted code inside a newly-created slice. It constructs a devicetree describing the slice configuration before booting Linux. Given an appropri-
ate devicetree, Linux itself required no modifications to run with arbitrary physical memory ranges or core IDs.

Slice communication To enable communication between the slice manager and guests, we implemented a slice bus message transport, using a region of shared memory between each guest slice and slice0, with IPIs for signaling.

Attestation To prove that a guest slice runs only the image expected on a trusted platform, we implemented measured boot in the sliceloader and attestation in the slicevisor. When creating a slice, the sliceloader measures guest code and stores its hash in slice0 trusted memory. To attest, slicevisor generates an attestation report including the guest measurement and user-provided data, signed by a slicevisor-held key derived from a hardware root of trust. A remote party can verify the attestation using the device public key and the TCB report.

Limitations Due to hardware limitations, our prototype lacks support for memory encryption. We do not yet implement virtual serial ports, but assign a UART to each slice.

5 x86 Prototype

We also implemented an x86 prototype. This lacks security isolation, but permits us to experiment with SR-IOV devices and compare performance to the state-of-the-art in hardware virtualization. We discuss ideas for actual hardware support on x86 platforms later, in §7.

Since there is no security, we simplified our management stack by building on top of Linux. Specifically, we run Linux on the bootstrap core, using kernel parameters that restrict Linux to a single core and a minimal amount of physical memory. Non-boot cores remain idle, in the wait-for-startup-IPI state. A privileged process is later responsible for configuring and booting slices with a user-specified set of cores, range of physical memory, and set of PCI devices.

Booting a slice To boot a slice, we load the guest kernel into the chosen physical memory range (accessed via /dev/mem), construct ACPI and E820 tables describing resources available to the slice, and then send a startup IPI to the slice’s first core. This runs a tiny (48-instruction) real-mode bootloader that constructs a page table, switches to 64-bit mode, and enters the slice kernel, which then boots as usual, sending further startup IPIs to other cores.

Guest enlightenments Because all the host hardware remains accessible, the Linux guest needed a few modifications. We disabled the CONFIG_DMI and CONFIG_X86_MPPARSE build options to prevent the slice kernel discovering these legacy firmware tables (and hardware they describe) in the system BIOS. We fixed a bug that unconditionally enabled interrupts from the legacy PIC despite ACPI flagging it as absent. Finally, we added 283 lines of code to (a) use an SR-IOV virtual function without a virtual configuration space, and (b) enable only a subset of PCI devices. These enlightenments would be irrelevant to a hardware implementation. In particular, host firmware and devices would be inaccessible to slices, and (as described in §3.3) an I/O device could emulate standard PCI configuration space.

6 Evaluation

This evaluation seeks to answer the following questions:

• What is the performance overhead of core slicing? (§6.1)
• How does the design of core slicing translate into concrete security benefits for guest slices? (§6.2)
• What is core slicing’s hardware complexity? (§6.3)
• Does the need for contiguous physical memory lead to slice allocation failures due to fragmentation? (§6.4)

6.1 Performance

Our experiments run on the RISC-V board described in §4 with a 16-way 2 MiB L2 cache and 1 GiB of DRAM, and on an HP Z8 workstation with two Intel Xeon 4214 12-core CPUs (HyperThreading disabled), 64 GiB of RAM, a Mellanox ConnectX-4 25GbE NIC, and a Samsung PM1735 NVMe SSD. Another HP Z8 with two Xeon 4108 CPUs and the same NIC serves as a client.

RISC-V We run CoreMark PRO [33] and focus on two questions: (a) does a slice achieve bare-metal performance, and (b) what is the impact of a “noisy neighbor” slice?

For the native baseline, we enable two application cores and 512 MiB memory. This allows a fair comparison with the slice measurements, in which we launch two guests, sliceU1 and sliceU2, each with two cores and 512 MiB memory. As shown by the shared results, performance in a slice exactly matches...
bare-metal execution. To determine the impact of cache contention, we run a workload in sliceU as a noisy neighbor (denoted by ‘noise’) that repeatedly accesses a 2 MiB array (the same size as the L2 cache). Unsurprisingly, the average runtimes (denoted by shared+noise) increase depending on the given workload’s cache intensity. Specifically, radix2 suffers the most (almost 50% overhead) since it operates on a 512 KiB array and suffers frequent cache misses. As demonstrated by private+noise, when the cache is partitioned, a noisy neighbor has a substantially smaller impact, with all workloads achieving stable performance, and outperforming the shared+noise configuration. The runtimes in private+noise increase slightly (< 5%) with noise compared to private, due to contention for the memory controller.

x86 We compare slice performance to equivalent VMs using CloudSuite 3.0 [87]. Both slice and VM guests have 8 cores and 16 GiB of RAM (allocated on the same NUMA node), with NIC and NVMe virtual functions for I/O. We run VMs under KVM using full hardware acceleration including virtual APICs, and confirm via performance counters that the only significant source of VM exits is to service and emulate timer interrupts. To minimize memory management overhead we use pre-allocated and locked huge-pages (2 MiB and 1 GiB).

The results in Figure 5 are scaled to a native baseline with the same cores/memory. Graph analytics, which uses Apache Spark and GraphX to run PageRank on a large Twitter dataset, runs 10% slower in a VM. Data caching models a Twitter cache server with Memcached. Despite sustaining a similar peak throughput, the VMs have higher jitter and thus perform up to 8% worse while meeting the published QoS target of 10 ms p95 latency. This appears to be due to the extra TLB pressure of nested paging: DTLB misses are more than 3× native for 1 GiB pages, and 5× for 2 MiB pages. Finally, Data serving runs Apache Cassandra with 10M records of YCSB workload A and incurs a 12% throughput penalty in a VM.

Summary Core slicing achieves bare-metal performance without the overhead of virtualization, which remains significant for memory-intensive workloads, even with huge pages. Furthermore, hardware cache partitioning (as on RISC-V) not only lessens the impact of a noisy neighbor, it can also eliminate both cache contention and cache-based side channels.

6.2 Security

Size of trusted computing base Although no guarantee of security, a small TCB helps make formal verification tractable. Table 2 reports the executable source and binary sizes of our prototype. These are comparable to the firmware for Arm CCA (4.3 kLOC [69]), although we note that core slicing’s TCB eschews runtime interaction with a running guest, and thus its attack surface is drastically simpler.

Side channels By partitioning a machine at core granularity and without a trusted hypervisor, core slicing avoids either the host or another guest running concurrently on a core. This is inherently more secure than either reducing the hypervisor’s size [99, 100] or de-privileging it [13, 17, 53]. We also gain a systematic defense from a wide variety of CPU side-channel attacks. Following our threat model (§3.2), we consider two classes of attacker: guest attackers who may run arbitrary code in a guest slice, and the host attacker who controls untrusted code in slice0. We describe the extent to which these may compromise a guest’s confidentiality.

Cache side-channel attacks are defeated by cache partitioning and memory isolation. Because slices never share memory, a guest attacker cannot steal secrets by analyzing whether a co-located tenant accesses shared memory addresses. Because caches are partitioned, the attacker cannot observe how many cache lines are used by the guest per cache set. slice0 is similarly restricted. Thus, given suitable hardware support, core slicing eliminates cache-based side channels. It also defeats all side-channel attacks where the attacker executes on the victim core, including sibling threads [4, 98].

Transient execution attacks can leak secrets through the side effects of speculative memory accesses [62, 72], and can break isolation between hypervisors and VMs. Core slicing relies on lockable filter registers to restrict memory access. Because filters only perform a range comparison (with no memory-bound table walk), they derive no significant benefits from speculation; e.g., current RISC-V CPUs cache PMP range checks in the TLB along with address translations [83].

Table 2: Size of software TCB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source lines</th>
<th>Executable code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slicevisor</td>
<td>3,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceloader</td>
<td>3,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Non-header lines, counted by cloc [30]. b Size of text section, from binutils size. c A library common to both is counted once.
Cross-core transient execution leaks were recently observed on Intel CPUs [91]; although these remain a threat, we expect them to be drastically simpler for vendors to identify and fix in future CPUs, since few instructions access uncore state. Of note, the demonstrated attack relies on delaying a victim enclave’s execution with page faults and exceptions, which is impossible across a slice boundary.

Page-fault- and page-table-based attacks are highly exploitable on TEEs where an untrusted hypervisor manages guest memory using a nested page table. In these attacks, a host learns the guest’s secret-dependent memory access pattern via page faults, page table access/dirty bits, or even cache contention with hardware table walks. Core slicing prevents this by allocating physical memory directly to guests. In addition, memory encryption can suffer from ciphertext-only attacks (e.g., dictionary attacks) with weak encryption algorithms. In our design, lockable filter registers prevent access to guest memory, including ciphertext, even by the host.

Side channels in resources shared by multiple cores remain, including power [61], row-hammer [59], cold-boot [43], and memory bus [89] attacks. Those can be mitigated with additional orthogonal hardware support.

6.3 Hardware complexity

To estimate the hardware cost of supporting core slicing, we extended the default tiny configuration of the RISC-V Rocket Chip implementation [18]. To measure the overhead of adding lockable filter registers, we doubled the number of PMPs from 16 to 32 (as might be necessary when existing PMPs are required for other uses), resulting in only a 3% increase in total FPGA resources. We also added per-core resets and a reset device for the monitor core, for 1.7% extra resources. Since these results are for an embedded core, we expect the fraction of resources required on a server-grade CPU to be much smaller.

6.4 Impact of physical contiguity

Unlike VMs, slices require contiguous physical memory, and the memory assigned to a slice cannot be changed without terminating and restarting it. Thus, it is possible that the available memory on a node becomes fragmented over time, leading to a situation where sufficient free memory exists to support a new slice, but cannot be used as it is not contiguous. Whether this is a problem in practice depends on both the pattern of memory allocations (i.e., the order of slices created and destroyed) and the policy implemented by the memory allocator (i.e., which region of memory to allocate for any given request). In this section, we report the analysis of VM start/stop events on a public cloud workload, modeling the effects of memory allocation policy and hardware capabilities.

The trace we use is similar to the VM allocation trace of Hadary et al. [42]. It includes all VM start and stop events (in excess of 750k events) for an Azure cluster, and was gathered over two months in mid-2021. Each VM has a type [81] that defines its resource allocation, including its memory size (other resources are irrelevant to our analysis).

In this analysis we ask the question: how often does fragmentation prevent the allocation of a slice on a node when a VM would have succeeded? Thus, although it may be beneficial for the cloud scheduler to use node-level memory contiguity in its placement decisions (allocating slices on nodes to reduce fragmentation), we leave the mapping of VMs to nodes unchanged and model slices as a drop-in replacement. Since our focus is memory allocation, we model every VM as a slice with physically contiguous memory. In reality, we expect that some types (such as burstable VMs) would continue to run as VMs on the cloud provider’s hypervisor either within a slice of a larger machine, or using dedicated machines.

The results of our analysis are shown in Figure 6. We experimented with a variety of memory allocators, and found unsurprisingly that a best-fit policy (which places each new slice in the smallest free region of sufficient size) minimized fragmentation and thus allocation failures. Other policies, including a traditional buddy allocator, performed uniformly worse and are not shown on the figure. Calculating the best allocation will take slightly longer, but given the low rate of slice instantiations relative to traditional memory allocation workloads, this overhead is not expected to be significant.

As shown in the figure, the allocation failure rate for fully contiguous memory is less than 0.3% of VMs in the trace, representing less than 1% of the total requested memory (since larger VMs are more likely to fail allocation). We also modeled the effect of permitting multiple contiguous regions per slice. With hardware support for two memory regions per slice, the memory allocator is able to split large slices across two distinct allocations, and the failure rate drops further to...
less than 0.1% (only 6 failures across the entire trace). With three regions per slice, there are no failures. Overall, we conclude that restricting slices to contiguous memory does not pose a significant constraint for cloud operators. A different analysis by Teabe et al. [108] reached the same conclusion.

7 Discussion: core slicing beyond RISC-V

For a prototype implementation of core slicing, RISC-V had several advantages: most significantly, the use of physical memory protection registers allowed us to implement the bulk of our design on unmodified hardware. However, our design does not depend on RISC-V, and we ultimately hope to see it adopted by the x86 and Arm architectures that dominate today’s cloud. This section discusses some of the challenges in doing so, and offers guidance to hardware designers.

The obvious first step in adapting an existing architecture to support core slicing would be to implement our hardware requirements: lockable filter registers to restrict a core’s ability to access memory and send inter-processor interrupts, and a secure core-local reset to regain control of it. Of course, the details matter, and thanks to the long evolution of these architectures, there are many interactions with existing architectural features that must be considered.

Recall that our design goal with core slicing is to give guest software unfettered bare-metal access to a single core (or set of cores). As a first rule of thumb, we propose that resource restrictions imposed via filter registers should take priority over other core-level architectural features. This implies that existing features granting privileged access to memory, such as hardware shadow stacks [52] or secure-world memory regions [16] must be constrained by lockable address filters.

Second, any hardware resources that are shared by more than one core must be restricted. This includes peripherals, memory and cache controller configurations, and power management registers, among others. In RISC-V systems, such registers are memory mapped and thus restricted by PMPs, but on x86 they are configured via model-specific registers (MSRs) that occupy a distinct address space accessible to privileged software on each core (Arm system registers are similar). The access restriction could be implemented via further filter registers, or as a simpler alternative, access to these resources could be limited to the management core running the sliceloader. For the specific case of x86 MSRs, we expect that the MSR bitmaps found in the VM control block will serve as a useful starting point in determining the appropriate policy. Finally, the x86 legacy I/O address space must be filtered or (for legacy-free guests) blocked outright.

Finally, the platform must not depend on firmware running on guest cores. Thus, the system design should avoid the need for platform firmware in x86 system management mode or Arm EL3 on general-purpose cores. The motivation for this requirement is the same as that of core slicing: to avoid relying on intra-core privilege separation due to its demonstrated weakness. In our view, firmware tasks are better delegated to a dedicated management core (along with the sliceloader).

8 Related work

Direct hardware assignment We discussed secure hypervisors and confidential VMs in §2.2.

NoHype’s [58, 107] central security goal is to protect a trusted cloud provider and its legitimate customers from rogue VMs that try to exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor or the associated virtualization stack. NoHype achieves this goal by removing all run-time interfaces that traditional hypervisors expose to traditional VMs. The security goals of core slicing reach significantly further and address threats that have emerged during the decade since NoHype was designed. In addition to protecting the cloud infrastructure from rogue guest VMs, core slicing protects guests from the untrusted cloud provider. This task is complicated by an ever-growing array of microarchitectural attacks that can leak information out of VMs. Therefore, core slicing does not allow any cloud provider code to run on a guest’s processor cores. In contrast, NoHype requires a highly privileged “temporary hypervisor” on those cores.

Core slicing relies on simple lockable filter registers to confine guests which enjoy bare-metal control over cores, and may run their own hypervisor. NoHype relies on conventional processor privileges; guests thus lack access to virtualization extensions, must be modified to avoid VM exits (notably, they must not execute CPUID, including in user mode), and must ignore spurious interrupts from other guests (both a side channel and a denial-of-service attack).

TrustOSV [120] and Quest-V [123] minimize runtime guest-hypervisor interactions by statically assigning cores and memory. The core of TrustOSV is a microhypervisor that uses nested paging to constrain guest memory accesses. Quest-V replaces a global hypervisor by trusted per-core monitors that also run in host/root mode and use nested paging. TrustOSV reduces trust in the cloud provider by attesting the microhypervisor and exposing a limited management interface. In contrast to core slicing’s use of I/O offload, TrustOSV exposes a virtual NIC which is also the basis of its storage.

Space partitioning The use of core-granularity spatial partitioning [47, 73] for resource and security isolation has been explored in the context of prior many-core systems including the Tilera TILE64 [122], Intel single-chip computer [75] and M3 [19], and the core idea dates back at least as far as IBM’s logical partitioning feature from the 1980s [21]. Core slicing builds on the same mechanism, but is unique in its adoption of the confidential computing threat model, with a clear separation of host and guest trusted computing base. This leads us to the use of a unique mechanism combining per-core secure reset with lockable filter registers to
enable attested boot while minimizing the guest TCB. Past designs, including those cited above, permit a guest’s accessible resources to be reconfigured at runtime by a privileged management core, requiring substantially more trust by the guest in the host’s resource manager.

**RISC-V security**  Several systems use PMP hardware for different goals. Keystone [64] is a framework for trusted execution environments similar to Intel SGX [46]. The OpenSBI bootloader can partition a machine into static PMP-isolated domains at boot time [95]. MultiZone [45] isolates software components (e.g., core RTOS and communication stack).

## 9 Conclusion

VMs are the basis of cloud isolation, but relying on them for confidential computing carries a serious risk from side channels. Core slicing offers an attractive middle ground between bare-metal servers and confidential VMs. By partitioning hardware at natural boundaries (discrete cores and contiguous physical memory ranges), it enables VM-like functionality and bare-metal performance with strong isolation.

Our prototypes are available at https://github.com/MSRSSP/core-slicing.
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